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Introduction

 BeReady

have cost our economy $91 billion from the 
14 major natural disasters. There is piece of 
mind in knowing your family will be taken 
care of in the event of an emergency.

This manual will be your starting guide to 
preparedness. This will help you and your 
family plan and prepare properly for an 
emergency. You will be able to use this 
guide as a knowledge base for what to do 
before, during, and after an emergency.. 
Once you have finished this eBook you will 
be able to customize an all-inclusive plan 
to care for your family in the event of an 
emergency. You will also be aware of what 
preparations to make as well as, the how 
and why.

We have made this e-book very interactive 
with links that will allow you to dig deeper 
on certain topics to gain even more knowl-
edge and resources.

If you watch television or are on the internet 
you hear about emergency situations every 
day. Sometimes it seems like negativity and 
despair are all we hear on the news. We all 
know that emergencies happen every day 
- that is no secret. However, we know most 
of America either believes “it won’t happen 
to me, I don’t have to worry about it” or 
they are simply not well-informed of what 
it takes to be prepared and the value it has. 
If a hurricane or wildfire is headed for your 
house, you and your family must get out of 
your home immediately. Do you have every-
thing you will need in a moment’s notice? 
Do you have a plan in place everyone knows 
and understands? According to FEMA- 80% 
of Americans live in counties that have been 
hit by a natural disaster since 2007. 60% of 
Americans have not created or practiced an 
emergency drill in the past year. These stats 
mean that you or someone you know has 
been hit with a natural disaster, yet we do 
nothing.

Listen, We all have a little guy on our shoul-
der saying “it’s okay, that will never happen 
to us”…until it does. Unfortunately, we 
cannot take out our calendars to schedule 
out the next hurricane, wildfire or flood. If 
that was a possibility, then 2018 wouldn’t 
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1. EMERGENCY BASICS
BEFORE

Most disasters are extremely hard to predict and plan for. We may know 
a hurricane or tornado is in the forecast, but tornados can touch down 
at any moment and hurricanes can change their path. House fires are 
extremely common, killing thousands in the U.S. every year because they 
give no warning. The best thing you can do is prepare for the most com-
mon disasters in your geographical location.

Make sure you have a Family Disaster Plan. A family disaster plan is a plan 
set in place by your family that is specifically designed for your family’s 
needs & safety in an emergency. You should have a plan in place for the 
possible disaster that could arise. You and your family should be familiar 
with it before the disaster, and ready to act on it in the event of an emer-
gency. Click Here<< to make your families personal Disaster Plan.

Teach your children about the possible disasters in your area. Children 
can feel the stress of an emergency in a very deep way. It is important to 
teach them about natural hazards like earthquakes, hurricanes, tornadoes, 
blizzards, etc. so that they do not panic and act from a well-informed place. 

Have your bugout bags ready. Each person in the family should have a bag 
filled with all the necessary food, water, supplies they would need for 72 
hours if you need to evacuate in a moment’s notice. 

Important documents. You should have important documents such as 
birth certificates, deeds, passports, social security cards, titles, etc. in a safe 
lockbox with digital copies on a flash drive also in the lockbox. It is import-
ant to have an inventory of all your personal possessions with photos on 
the flash drive as well. It is a good idea to store this portable lockbox in the 
same location as your bugout bags.

DURING

Earthquake
• Drop to the ground. Cover yourself by getting under something sturdy and hold on until the shaking stops.
• Stay away from glass, outside doors and walls.
• If you’re in bed, stay there with a pillow over your head.
• If outdoors, stay away from buildings, streetlights, and power lines.
• If you’re in a vehicle, come to a stop as soon as possible and stay in the vehicle.
• If you’re trapped un debris, try not to kick or move too much. 
               Begin tapping on the pipes or metal to signal that you need help.

Hurricane 
• Stay indoors. If you live in a high-rise, winds get faster at higher elevations.
• Listen to the radio or TV for emergency information.
• Turn off utilities if instructed to do so.
• Turn off propone tanks.
• Turn refrigerator to coldest setting and keep the door closed.
• Avoid using phones, except for serious emergencies.
• Close all interior doors - secure and brace external doors.
• Keep curtains and blinds closed even during a break in the storm.
• Take refuge in a small interior room.
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Tornado
• Go to your safe-room or shelter.
• Do not open the windows.
• Get to the lowest possible level of a home.
• If you are in a trailer or mobile home, find a sturdier shelter.
• If you are in a vehicle, buckle up and place your head below the 
               windows of the car - ideally underneath a blanket.
• Do not get under an overpass or bridge.
• Never try to outrun the tornado.
• Watch for flying debris.

Wildfire
• Shut off natural gas, propane, and other fuel supplies in your home.
• Close all openings in your home including doors, windows, vents, etc.
• Clear the vegetation within 30 feet of your home.
• Connect garden hoses to outdoor water faucets and fill pools, hot tubs, containers, etc. with no water.
• Place valuables that will not be damaged by water in the pools or ponds.
• Move furniture away from the windows and doors.
• Turn outside lights on and light on in every room. This will help you track smoke and visibility better.
• Place lawn sprinklers on the roof and turn them on if the fire gets close.

Flood
• If instructed by your local authorities, turn off the power and water lines to your home.
• Avoid contact with flood water as it may be contaminated with sewage.
• Do not use gas or electrical appliances.
• Dispose of any food that comes in contact with the flood water.
• Don’t walk, swim or drive through the flood water (just 6” can knock you down and 2 feet will float a car).
• Stay out of areas that maybe subject to flooding such as an underpass, dips, low spots, canyons, etc.

House Fire
• Get Out, Stay Out, and Call 9-1-1
• To escape through smoke- Get Low and go under the smoke to your exit.
• Close doors behind you
• Yell “FIRE” several times and go outside right away. If you live in a building with elevators, use the stairs.
• If closed door or handles are warm or smoke is blocking your exit, use your second way out.
• If smoke, heat, or flames block your exit route, stay in the room with the doors closed. 
               Place a wet towel under the door and call the fire department or 9-1-1. 
               Open a window and try to gain someone’s attention with a brightly colored cloth or flashlight.
• If you find your clothes on fire- STOP what you are doing…DROP to the ground and cover 
               your face…ROLL     over and over until the flames go out 
               (running away will only make the flames grow larger).

Winter Storm (Blizzard)
• Stay indoors. Wear layers of loose-fitting lightweight clothing this will keep you warmer than a bulky sweater. 
• Bring all pets inside.
• Eat regularly, food provides the body with energy for producing heat.
• Drink plenty of water to avoid dehydration.
• Listen to local radio/news stations for updated emergency information.
• Conserve fuel, winter storms can last several days. Lower the thermostat to 65 degrees F.
• If you become stranded in your vehicle during the storm, stay in the vehicle and wait for help. 
               DO NOT leave the vehicle to search for assistance unless they are within 100yards.
• Display the “trouble” blinkers to show you need help.



AFTER

After you experience an emergency there are several things you need to do. First things first, make sure your family (and 
pets) are not harmed. If anyone is hurt act accordingly with the fast-medical help, then call 9-1-1. If you have pets, try to 
find and comfort them. Animals tend to hide when scared and react by biting. Let your family and friends know (if you 
have internet or phone service) you and your family are okay. 

If you were evacuated, only return to your home when the authorities say it is safe to do so. If your home or property was 
damaged, contact your insurance agent as soon as possible. You will need to report how, when, and where the damage 
occurred. Prepare a list of all damaged or lost items (provide receipts if possible). Keep damaged items until the claim 
adjuster has visited your home. You DO NOT want to throw anything you plan to claim without discussing it with your 
adjuster first. Make copies of ALL documents and pictures given to your claims adjuster or insurance company.

Aside from the physical, you may be surprised that recovering emotionally from a disaster can be very hard. A lot of peo-
ple experience a fear for their safety after these situations, especially children. A child’s picture of the world as a safe and 
predictable place is temporarily lost. It is very important to speak with them about what happened and to ensure you are 
there. You will also want to return to as may normal routines as you can. 
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2. 72 HOUR KITS
WHAT’S INSIDE

Every family should have an easy-to-grab bag for each member of the family which includes all 
needed food, water, and supplies to last at least 3 days. After an emergency, you may need to survive 
on your own for several days and being prepared means having the below items. You will also want 
to consider what unique needs your family might have (pets, infants, seniors, etc.). An example of 
unique needs could be diapers/wipes & formula for babies, medicine for seniors, and pet food.

72hr Kit: Click Here<<

• Water -one gallon of water per person per day for at least three days, 
             for drinking and sanitation. 
• Food - at least a three-day supply of non-perishable food
• Battery-powered or hand crank radio
• Flashlight
• First aid kit
• Tent for shelter
• Respirator
• Personal sanitation
• Blankets
• Hand Warmers
• Local maps
• Cell phone with chargers and a backup battery

WHERE TO STORE

So, you now have all the supplies you and your family will need in the event of a disaster. You are now feeling 
pretty good about your home’s preparedness, but wait…where do you put it? It doesn’t really matter all the cool 
stuff you have if you’re not able to actually use in it the time of need. Thankfully, you are reading the right guide. 
We will explain several different location options to place your 72hr kit (or bugout bag).

Home

Now, this might seem like the 
obvious choice of placement and 
while it is the most common it 
does come with a few flaws. If 
you deicide to keep your bugout 
bags in the home make sure they 
are next to a main exit. The main 
issue with keeping the bags inside 
the home is in the event you are 
unable to access (such as a fire, 
earthquake, etc.).

Car

Wherever you are so is your car 
which makes this an amazing 
place to store your bugout bags. 
Even if you decide on another lo-
cation make sure to have at the 
very least a first aid kit and some 
blankets in your car. Make sure 
that anything you store in your 
car will not perish or diminish 
when exposed to the excessive 
heat, such as perishable food or 
plastic bottles.

Work/School

Aside from your home you 
and your children spend most 
of their time at work/school. 
It would be a great idea to 
keep a smaller bugout bag 
for yourself in your desk and 
your children in their lockers. 
Ideally you want to have a 
three-day supply of food for 
each person, a water filtration 
device, a few bottles of water, 
and a walkie talkie.



HOW MUCH PER PERSON?

It can be difficult to totally understand how much food and water your family will actually need in an emergen-
cy situation. We have attached two links below, one for food, and one for water. These two links will help you 
calculate and organize your kits. We have also listed out a few examples for easy viewing.

Food Calculator: Click Here<<
Water Calculator: Click Here<<

The Ready Store10
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3. FIRST AID BASICS
IMMEDIATE LIFESAVING TECHNIQUES

In an emergency situation unfortunately, everything is up in the air 
which is why it is very important to understand how to help your fam-
ily if a medical situation arises. The below three basic first aid tech-
niques can be taught to everyone in your family and could possibly 
save someone’s life. 

CPR

CPR has changed some over the years, but these three actions have 
pretty much stayed the same. First check for unresponsiveness and 
call 9-1-1 (if you can). Begin chest compressions if the victim is not 
breathing normally and tilt the person’s head back and give two one 
second breaths through the victim’s mouth. The pattern is 30 chest 
compressions, then two breaths, and continue until the victim begins 
to breathe or help arrives. 
Learn CPR: Click Here<<

The Heimlich Maneuver

The Heimlich maneuver can be very effective to dislodge a foreign 
item causing the victim to choke. The Heimlich Institute recommends 
standing behind the chocking victim, wrap your arms around the back 
of the victim, and form a fist below the victim’s ribcage but above the 
bellybutton. Grasp your fist with your other hand and press into the 
victim’s upper abdomen with a quick upper thrust and continue until 
the foreign object has been expelled. Seek proper training to perform 
this technique on infants and children, as they are far less intuitive 
than that of an adult and can cause harm if not performed correctly.
Learn The Heimlich Maneuver: Click Here<<

Controlling Bleeding

In an emergency many times people can cut themselves on debris, 
buildings, falling, etc. We need to make sure we (every family member) 
understand how to stop bleeding from a major wound. If you can call 
9-1-1 make sure to do so if the bleeding is severe or will not stop after 
10 minutes of firm and steady pressure.
Learn Controlling Bleeding: Click Here<<



UTILITIES IN AN EMERGENCY

When an emergency occurs that has affected your utilities the last thing you want is to not know 
where your utility access points are, or who to contact to address the problem at hand. The local 
utility companies (most of the time) are not responsible for utilities on your property, so you 
need to make sure you can handle the situation yourself or at least know what to do. 
Sometimes in a natural disaster you may need to shut off a utility to avoid damage to your home 
or harm to your family. Make sure you are aware of the shut offs locations and how to properly 
shut them off. The electrical fuse box, heating fuel shut off, main water shut off, and individual 
shut-off values for toilets, sink, etc. all need to be known. 
Create a maintenance schedule for each utility to ensure they are properly maintained year-
round to avoid issue. You can call around to your local utility repair companies to gather which 
would be the best fit for your budget. It is also smart to set aside funds for and repairs you may 
need.

WHO TO CONTACT IN CASE OF (FIRE, TORNADO, EARTHQUAKE, HURRICANE, ETC.)

In the event of an emergency it is crucial to have the contact information readily available for 
any family member. We have provided a link below to an emergency contact form you can print 
out then fill in your local emergency contact information. Remember ask yourself first, “Is this an 
emergency that warrants calling 9-1-1 first?”. 

Emergency Contact Form: Click Here<< 

Most of us depend heavily on your utilities. Some have never been a day without 
electricity, so you can imagine the severity when they go out. Most of the time during 
a natural disaster there are several utilities that will go out. It can happen to your elec-
tricity, water, gas, etc., so being prepared for this type of event should be at the top 
of your list. By putting a home utility emergency plan in place, you will have a shorter 
down time if a situation arises that may take you off the grid.

The Ready Store12
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5. SELF-RELIANCE
Self- Reliance is the reliance on one’s own powers and resources rather than 
those of others. Here are some tips to jump start your own preparedness, so 
that you and you alone can protect your family.

Home 

1. Make sure you have a fully equipped survival kit. Refer back to 
               section 2 for in-depth details of what that looks like. You may need 
               to have a few different kits ready and available at a moments notice.

2. Make sure gas containers are filled. In most natural disaster cases 
               the power will go out in your home. A 5,500-watt generator will 
               run about eight hours on 5gal. of gasoline, so gas management is crucial. 
               For Power Outage Priorities & Tips: Click Here<< 

3. If you have notice of an emergency bring all outdoor objects like 
               furniture, toys, garden tools, etc. inside. You should also prepare all 
               windows, doors, and garage doors for any extreme weather that 
               could damage those areas. 
               To Learn How To Properly Secure Your Home: Click Here<< 

4. Review your Family Emergency Plan and make sure everyone is aware 
               of what to do.

Finances

Many people face the challenge of rebuilding after a disaster. If this does happen to 
you, you will need to have access to personal financial, insurance, medical, and other 
records to be able to rebuild. Taking time now to collect all those documents, make 
copies, and place inside your 72hr. kit will save you A LOT of stress in an already 
extremely stressful situation. 

1. Gather all financial and critical personal, household, and medical 
               documentation. Make a copy then place inside your bugout bag.
2. Consider saving money monthly for emergency preparedness 
               (think of it as a life-saving bill). Keep a small amount of cash in the 
               home in a safe place. It is important to have cash-on-hand because in 
               a disaster ATMs and credit cards may not be working.
3. If you do not already have your property (homeowners or renters), 
               health, and life insurance documents make sure to obtain them now. 
               Once you have the documents in hand, make a copy, then place 
               inside your 72hr kit.
               An In-depth View Of Financial Preparedness: Click Here<< 

Health

In an emergency it is important to stay active. Make sure you exercise at least 30-
min./day. It is also very important to have enough good food for each person in your 
family. A supply of freeze dried food can be extremely useful. Freeze dried food is 
lightweight, compact, and lasts for months and even years without spoiling, making it 
the perfect survival food.
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6. WATER STORAGE
BASICS
1. Store Water- Every person in your family needs at least 1gal. of water per day. That is water 
               for drinking, cleaning, cooking, and sanitation. Make sure you are storing water in a food 
               grade water storage container. If you store I something like a gallon milk jug it can crack easily 
               and is not designed for long-term storage.

 Use Our Water Storage Calculator: Click Here<<

2. Have a portable water filtration device. In an emergency in which you must be removed from 
               your home (most likely) you can not bring along all your water storage. Most forms of standing 
               water such as lakes, rivers, etc. are filled with bacteria that can be extremely harmful. If you have 
               a portable water filter you can rest at ease knowing your family will be hydrated and healthy.

3. Lets say an emergency hits but you haven’t been abke to stock up on your water supply. 
               Where do you go to find water. If you are still in your home the first place to go for drinkable 
               water is your water heater. There is usually about 20-50gal. of water inside a water heater at 
               any given time. Be careful when getting the water out- the water can still be very hot. You 
               should wait a few hours to allow the water to cool. Then open the water faucet in a sink nearby 
               to release the pressure and cause water flow. Disconnect the hot water line at the top of the 
               tank. Open the water heater drain in a clean storage container. While the water should be safe 
               to drink you may want to treat the water. 

WHERE TO STORE
Your water storage should be protected from light and heat to prevent algae growth. Water should be stored 
in areas that will not cause damage to the home if the containers get ruptured. The containers should not be 
placed directly on a concrete floor. Concrete can easily change temperature which will give off moisture for 
years to come. Place the water container on a small platform for air movement. 

WHAT TO STORE IN
You can safely store your long-term water storage in Food Grade plastic containers. Any other type of plastic 
container can be very harmful, and at the very least are not strong enough to hold water long term. 

The most convienient option if you have space available would be a large water tank. 

If you need a space-saving option you will need to get stackable water containers.

Another great option (if you know an emergency is arriving) is an Aquapod. It is very cost effective (like 30 
bucks!) and holds 65 gallons of water.

Great Water Storage: Click Here<<
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7. UNCOMMON ITEMS NEEDED
UNCOMMON ITEMS YOU MAY NEED TO HAVE IN YOUR PREPAREDNESS 
STOCKPILE

a. Tools 
b. Cooking Supplies
c. Bedding
d. Important Documents (Social Security Cards, Deeds, IDs, etc.)
e. Safety Items
f. Sanitation
g. Hygiene Supplies
h. Pet Necessities
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DONT BE 
SCARED,            

BE READY!
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Notes



Phone

1-800-773-5331

Social

Facebook 
Instagram

Website

www..thereadystore.com

Email

customerservice@readystore.com


